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CONGRUENCES IN REGULAR CATEGORIES

by

*w.o. BURGESS and X. CAICEDO

RESUMEN, Se investiga la composiclon de
congruencias en categorias regulares 'y se
demuestra~ entre otros resultados, que la
condicion de Lawve~e (toda relaci6n de equi
valencia es una congruenci~) es equivalente
en tales categorias a cualquiera de las si-
guientes propiedades: (i) la compuesta de
congruencias que conmutan es una congruencia,
(ii) un morfismo regular con congruencia r
env!a toda congruencia que conmuta con r a
una congruencia en la imagen, (iii) cualquier
par de morfismos regulares con congruencias
que conmutan y tienen intersecci6n trivial
posee un "pushout" que es simultaneamente
un "pullback", Con 10 anterior es posible
caracterizar las categorlas regulares en
las que la compuesta de congruencias es
siempre una congruencia, generalizando as!
hechos bien conocidos del Algebra Universal,

(*) This work was supported by grant A 7539 of the
National Research Council of Canada.
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§1. Introducci6n. The purpose of this article is
to examine, in a regular category (in Grillet's
terminology, [6J) the nature of the condition:
eve~y equ~va!en~e ~e!at~on ~~ a ~ong~uen~e. This
latter is often called Lawve~e'~ ~ondlt~on because
it is one of the conditions he used to character-
ize an algebraic category [8]. It is known [l,page
4J that even a complete and cocomplete regular ca-
tegory need not satisfy Lawvere's condition and,
hence, this condition cannot be replaced by any
conditions which simply assert the existence of
limits or colimits. However, Lawvere's condition
is an easy theorem in any variety or finite varie
ty of algebras. It also holds in abelian catego-
ries.

The main purpose here is to give three state-
ments each equivalent to Lawvere's condition in a
regular category. Two of these are algebraic in
natu~e and for varieties they are well-known theo-
rems of universal algebra [5J, [12) e For example
~6 two ~ong~uen~e~ ~ommute then the~~ ~ompo~~t~on
i~ the~~ jo~n, The third statement asserts that a
certain pushout exists and is also a pullback, the
most categorical of the three statements (see Theo
rem 17), On the way to this theorem we investigate
some properties of the composition of relations
and congruences (sections 3) and of the joins of
congruences in regular categories (section 4).

A preliminary version of this paper was an-
nounced in [~ but there the results were proved
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only for regular categories having coequalizers of
any pair of morphisms (regular categories need only
have coequalizers of kernel pairs). Some of the re
su Lt s of [2J were reproduced by T.H. Fay in [3J.
In the present version the results are proved for
arbitrary regular categories.

§2. Pre} lminaries. We assume the reader kpows the
basic elementary concepts of category theory: li-
mits, colimits, kernel and cokernel pairs, equal-
izers and coequalizers, pullbacks, pushouts, ima-
ges, etc. as presented in [10J or [a i},

An onto mnrphism 'is a coequalizer of some pair
of morphisms, these are called ~egula~ morphisms
in [lJ and [6J ThroughoutvC will be a ~egula~ ca
tegory, that is: (Cl) C ha~ 6inite limit4; (C2)

eve~y mo~phi~m f 06 c ha~ a 6aeto~ization f = mq,m
monie, q onto (~egula~ deeompo~ition); (C3) in
fg' = gf' i4 a pullbaek then f onto implie~ f' on
to.

If (e,e') is a kernel pair in C, say the Kernel
pair of f, and f = mq is the regular decomposition
of f then q is the coequalizer of the pair (e,e').
Hence, ke~nel pai~4 have eoequalize~. This prop-
erty is used in [lJ as one of the axioms for re-
gular categories.

Some properties of onto morphisms in regular
categories are [6, p.133-134]:
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LEMMA 1, 16 f and g a4e onto, ~o i~ fg lin de-
6indedlo 16 fg i~ onto, ~o i~ f. f i~ an i~om04-
phi~m i6, and only i6, it i~ moni~ and onto. 16 f

and g a~e onto ~o i~ fxg.

The following notation will be used throughout.
In diagrams,>-+ will be monic and-' will be onto.
Always n will represent a projection of a product
to a factor, with a subscript to indicate which
projection. If f:A + Band g:C + D then fXg is
the induced morphism AXB + CXB, while if f:A + B
and g:A + C, then <f,g> is the induced 'morphism
A + BXC. The diagonal morphism ~A:A + AxA is given
by QA = <lA,lA>. Equalizers and coequalizers of the
pair f,g will be denoted, respectively, Equ(f,g)
and Co eq u f f j g L,

DEFINITION. (a) If f:A + B is a morphism in C
a ~ong4uen~e 06 f is defined as Cong f = Equ(f'rrl,f1T2)
where nl, n2 are the projections AxA + A.

(b) If s is a subobjet of AXA, a quotient 06 s
is defined as Quot s = Coequ(nls,n2s).

Congruences always exist in a regular category
but quotient do not necessarily exist; however, if
s = Congrf then (n1s,n2s) is a kernel pair of f
and so it has a coequalizero Hence,

LEMMA 2. Any ~ong~uen~e ha~ a quotient, unique
up to i~omo~phi~m.

Of course, everyquotien't is onto and 'every
onto morphism is the -quotient of its congruence.
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Similarly, any congruence is the congruence of its
quotient,

Since we have pullbacks the intersection of
subobjects is well defined and we have easily:

LEMMA 3, 16 f:A + Band g:A + C then:
(Congrf)n(Congrg) = Congr<f,g>.

The following lemma which is true in any cate-
gory is also used below. Its proof is straightfo~
ward,

LEMMA 4. Con6ide~ the diag~am
whe~e r = Equ(u,v),then the 6qua~e
can be completed to a pullback i6
and only i6 s = Equ(ug,vg), And
qualize~6 and pU6hout~.

s
S ---"'" B1 r Jg u
R~A==:C

v

dually 6o~ coe-

§3, Composition of relations. A ~elatlon is, of
course, a subobject of a product AXB, Following
Grillet [6J or, equivalenty, following the proce-
dure in sets we get the following definition.

DEFINITION. Let r:R + AXB and s:S + BXC be re
lations and let u = Equ(TTBrTTR,TTBsTTS): U + RXS ~ B,
then r os is defined as Im«'TTArTTRu,TTCSTTsu», a re-
lation contained in AXC.

This composition is examined in detail by Gri
llet who remarks, in particular, that it is asso-
ciative.

A congruence c:C + AXA is a relation. It is
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easily checked ,that 6Acc and if T:AXA + AXA is
the twisting morphism~ T = <n2,TI1>, then there
exists an isomorphism k:C + C so that c = ck and
k-1 = k , Also [6 , p . 155] c e c ry c . In other words,
a congruence is a reflexive, symmetric and transi-
tive relation, in short an equivalenee ~elation.

Given a morphism f and a monic i so that fi is
d~fined, then the regular factorization i'f' = fi
defines the dl~eet image 06 i by f, denoted f*(i).
Also, if j is monic, the pu Ll ba ck fj' = jf' d e e- :

fines an inve~4e image j' 06 j by f, denoted
The next lemma gives an alternate defini

tion of the composition of two congruences.

LEMMA 5. Let f:A + Band g:A + C then
-1;(Congr f)o(Congr g) ~ (fxg) (Im<f,g».

p~006. Note that <f,g> = (fxg)6A" Using the de
finitionof a congruence one sees that (1) is a~
pullback where r = Congr f, s = Congr g.

f x g /).AAxA !" BXC A ~ AXA

(1 )r,2rx'1s Ifxg ( 2 ) 1u l'2r~'lsI
RXS ~: AXA Z ~ RxS

TI1rXTI2s z

Put z = Equ(IT2rTIR,TI1sITS), By Lemma 4, (2) is a
pullback. Also, by definition, ros =
Im<IT1rITRz, IT2STISz> = (TI1rxTI2s)*(z), since z is mo-
nic. Composing (1) and (2) we get the pullback
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".<f,g>
A ,-. ---"'----~>_ B x C

J ~~~t~- t -"1fxg
I n I __ :'JIlT" >--... i I .- -~Z -'"--------...;~~ .. A x A

Now factor <f,g> = i , n onto, i monic. Let iv =
(fxg)i' be a pullback, then for some n', vn' = nu
is also a pullback. By C3, n' is onto and by the
uniqueness of the regular decomposition i' ~

- ,,:(fxg) (i) = rose •

To show the use fullness of the above characte
rization of the composition of congruences we
prove the next two propositions.

COROLLARY 6. Let rand s be ~ong~uen~e~ in A
with rns ~ !:J.A and r-e s :: 1AXA' 16 n = Quot rand
n' = Quat s then <n,n'>:A + A/RxA/S i~ an i~omOk-
ph~~m whe~e A/S ~~ the ~odomain 06 nand A/S that
On n'.

PkOOn. By Lemma 3, <n,n'> is monic and so
Im<n,n'> = <n,n'>
pullback

Hence ros is defined by the

• >>-------_...:')I~ .

By Lemma 1, nxn' is onto. By hypothesis ros is an
isomorphism so <n,n'>h = (nxn')(ros) is onto. Thus,
<n,n'> is onto and monic. ~
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A few calculations will show that the projec-
tions TIB and 1TC of BXC have the following proper-
ties, where the arrows are the natural ones:

Congr 1TB = BX(CxC) ~ (BxC~x(BxC)

Congr 1TC - (BxB)xC ~ (BxC)x(BxC)

(Congr TIB) n (Congr 1TC) == l1BXC
(Congr TIB)c(Congr TIC) == l(BXC)X(BXC)

_ (Congr 1TC)o(Congr TIB).

This and Corollary 6 give a characterization of the
product in regular categories:

COROLLARY 7. A ~~ a p~oduct 06 two object~ ~66
the~e ex~~t two cong~uence~ ~n A w~th t~~v~ai ~n-
te~~ect~on and compo~~t~on.

We next. give a useful characterization of SoS
when s is a symmetric relation in AXA.

LEMMA 80 Let s be a ~ymmet~ic ~ubobjetc 06 AXA,
then SoS = (1T2SXTI2s)*(Congr 1T1S)0

P~006. Recall that there is an isomorphism k =
-1k :S + S so that s = sk where T is the twisting

morphism on AXA. Now
SoS = (TI1SXTI2s)*(Equ(1T2s1T1,1T1STI2»o But 1T2STI1 =
TI1S1T1(kX1S) and 1T1S1T2 = TI1STI2(kX1S)o We have the

a
following situation: parallel arrows : where

. . h i . h 2 1 b d Ithere ~s an ~somorp 1sm c W1t c = an a c = a,
blc = b for some aI, bl• By using twice the fact
that c2 = 1 we get that c Eq u I a ' ,bl) '" Eq u f a j b ) ,
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In particular, (TI1SXTI2s)Equ(TI2STI1,TI1STI2)

: (TI2SXTI2s)(kX1S)(kX1S)Equ(TI1STI1,TI1STI2)

To end this section, here is a summary of some
of the properties of composition used below.

LEMMA 9~ Let s, t and u be ~ubobjet~ 06 AXA.
(1) sot, ~ s.
(2 ) Tft teu then sot c sou.

( 3 ) T6 t,ct then 5 c Sot.

( 4 ) T6 seu and t c u whelte u i~ tltan~itive then
Sot cu.
Pltoon. (1) Observe that Equ(TI2STIS,TI1~TIA):

<lS,TI2s>, hence sot, = Im<TIlslS,TI2~TI2s> = s.
(2) Note, if y!L = x then ImxcImy. If u =

Equ(TI2STIS,TIltTIT) and lJa": t, "then <TISlJ,aTITlJ>equa!
izes (TI2STIS,TI1UTIU)and the result follows. To prove
(3) use (2) which gives s =sot,Csot, and for
(4) use (2) twice ••

§4, Joins of congruences. If rand s are congru-
ences in an objet A of a regular category, the
join rvs (a smallest 'congruence of A containing
both rand s) does not necessarily exist. From
Lemma 9, it follows that ros is a congruence if
and only if ros = rVs, and so in this case the join
exists, Unfortunately the converse is not valid,
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the join rvs may exist without ros being a con-
gruence ( 0bv iously r 0 s C rv sin this cas e ). In
this section ~e ~haracterize those pairs of con-
gruences for which rVs exists in a regular cate-
gory, and those for which rvs = ros.

PROPOSITION 10. Let r and s be e.ong Jtu ene. e.6 in

A with quo tient.6 f and g, Jt e.6p e e.ti vel!! • Then rvs
exi.6 t.6 in A in and onl!! in f and g have a pU.6·hout

nf = t,;g(in whie.h e.a.6e rv s = Congr nf) •
PJtOOn. If r-vs exists, let h = Quot(rvs). Since

rCrvs then II coequalizes (lT1r,lT2r) and the same
happens with (lT1S,lT2s). Hence, there are morphisms
n, t,;such that h = nf = f,;g

A

.~

~-----""*H
;II

/£
( 3 )

g

Now, if 0.1f = 0.2g = B then Congr S contains Congr f
and Congr g, and so Congr h = r-vs e; CongrB . This i!!!.
.plies the existence of O:H + B such that B = oh.
Therefore,

and because f and g are onto,

a. = 0 n1 a. = of,;2

showing that diagram (3) is a pushout. Conversely,
given a pushout like (3), it is straightforward
to prove that Congrnf = Congrf,;~.is rvs • •
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COROLLARY 11. The bollowing a~e equlvalent in
a ~egula~ catego~y:

(1) Any pal4 06 onto mo~phi~m~ with domain A ha~
a pu~hout.

(2) Any pai~,06 cong~uence~ in A haa a join (the
cla~~ 06 cong~uence~ in A rio~maa lattitel .

From last corollary~ in a regular category
having coequalizers of any pair of morphisms the
class of congruences of any object forms a "big"
lett ice ~ because by Lemma '1 the coequalizers pro-
vide pushouts of diagramb ~.~ .

PROPOSITION 12. Let rand s be cong4uence~ in
A 6o~ which rVs exi~t~,wlth quotienth f and g,
~e~pectlvely. Con~ide~ the 6ollowing dlag~am whe~e
"1f ~ ~2g i~ a puahout and ~lPl = ~2P2 i~ a pull~
back.:

then, ros = rvs l6 and only i6 the induced mo~-
phl~m A + P i~ onto.

P~oo6. Suppose h:A ~ P is onto and let p =
<Pl~P2>:P + BXC. Then p = Equ(nlTIB~"2TIC) and is
monic. Hence ph = <f~g> has image p. We now use
the characterization of ros of Lemma 5. Since
p = Equ(~1TIB,n2TIC) we get that ros is as shown in
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the following pullback diagram.

-4Bxcjfxg
~AxA
['os

RoS

Now, rvs = Co ngr-n.f = Congrn2r = Equ(nlfTT1,n2g'IT2)

= EqU(T)lTTB{fxg), n2TTC(fXg). Hence (fXg)(rvs) fac-
tors through p giving rvs eros. The other inclusion
is in Lemma 9. Similarly rvs ~ sar.

Suppose now that ros ~ rvs. Then we have two
pullbacks with p as before.

A ~IP> ~fXC
·'rm

v v~ fxg
/r&s=rvs

RoS----'''"+"AXA

Since f g is onto, so are v and v' and the uni-
queness of the regular decomposition gives that
p = Im<f,g>. Hence h is onto. -

Note that, using the first half of the proof,
we get

LEMMA 3. ros = rvs implie~ ros = sore

§5. Commuting congruenceso We first examine the
situation of~ommuting congruences and prove for
regular categories the well-known theorem of uni-
versal algebra that if two congruences in A com-
mute then the quotient for one sends the other to
a congruence. Then we prove our main theorems.
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DEFINITION. Let I' and s be congruences in A,
then rand s commute if ros = SOl'. The congruen-
ces are said to commu-te .6tltongf..y (or are strongly
commuting) if ros = SOl' = rvs.

After the final lemma of last section the fol
lowing conditions are equivalent for a pair of con
gruences I' and s:

(i) I' and s commute strongly.

(ii) ros = rvs.

(iii) ros is a congruence.

If I' and s commute then it is easily shown that
ros is an equivalence relation. This means that in
any regular category satisfying Lawer~s condition
(for example in an algebraic variety) ros is a
congruence and so it commutes strongly. One of the
purposes of this paper is to show the converse: if
commuting congruences commute strongly then any
equivalence relation is a congruence. First we need
a technical lemma.

LEMMA 14. 16 I' and s alte congltuence.6 in A and

n:A ....B then (nXn)~,:(I'os)C(nxn)~.:(r)o(nXn)*(s).
PltOOno Let (nxn)*(r) = r:R ....BxB and

(nxn)*(s) = s:S ....BxB where ra = (nxn)r and sb =
(nxn)so Put ~ = Equ(TI2rTIR,TI1sTIS)and v =
Equ(TI2rTIR,TI1sTIS). We have TI2r(aTIR~) = nTI2rTIR~ =
nTI1STIS~ = TI1s(bTIS~) so <aTIR~,bTIS~> = vd for some
d. Now ros = Im<TI1rTIRv,TI2STISv>, while
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(nxn)*(ros) = Im«"xn)Im<TI1rTIR~,TI2STIS~»

= Im«nxn)<TIlrTIR~~TI2STIS~>·

Calculate

This gives the result. •

PROPOSITION 15. Let r be a eong~uence in A
with quotient n. Then, i6 s i4 a cong~uence in A
and rand s commute .6t~ongly then (nxn)-::(s) ,(..6 a
cong~uence.

P~ao6. As above writ~ s for (nxn)*(s). Since
res = r s is a congruence containing r, by [4, p.
158J we have that ros is a congruenceo Also if
n:A -+ B, r = liB,but s crr o s so by Lemma 14 scros
C res' = liBOs _ s. Hence s = ros is a congruence ••

We now come to a more intricate argument which
is the key to the main result.

PROPOSITION 16. Let s:S -+ AXA be an equivalence
~elatian and let x = CongrTI2s, y = CongrTI1s. Then
x and y commute.

P~oo6. The proof which follows is modelled di
rectly on that for sets xcept that the use of sym-
metry is concentrated at the beginning and tran-

- -;,'tsitivity at the endo We have that xoy = (TI1SXTI2s)
-~',(Im<TI1s,TI2s» and yox = (TI2SXTIls) (Im<TI2s,TI1s»

by Lemma 50 Also Im<TI1s,TI2s> = s while Im<TI2s,TI1s>
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= sk where k is the isomorphism giving symmetry,
Since s ~ sk we have he following diagram, a pai.
of pullbacks:

AXA AXA,Y ~XTI2S TI2SXTT1~ ~
7 ~ ~ TS, ,<0" ~SXS~vox »> -- _/5

~ ~ Y ~ ~XoY - - - - - - - YoX

The aim is to construct a morphism y:XoY.+ S so that
(TInSXTIs)(xoy) = sy. By the universal property 0

L 1
a pullback, xoy will factor through YOX giving one
inclusion. The other inclusion will follow simi-
larly.

The construction of y. The general scheme 0

the construction is given in the diagram below.
Note that the composition of the morphisms in the
vertical column at the right is TI2SXTT1s. The mor-
phi sm s v andr mu st be f0 U nd •

Put u = <s7Tl,7T1SXTI2S,STI2>' Then TT1U(YOX) = STr1(yox)
and zl = 7T1(Yox) is onto since 6sCYox. Next
7T2U(YOX) = (7T1SX7T2S)(Yox) = sa and TI3u(yox) =

. ~-.--- ..
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STI2(yoX). Define z2:YoX ~ SXS by z2 = <a,TI2(yox».
It will be shown that Imz2 C x . Factor z2 = iq,
q onto, i monic. Now

TI2STI1iq = TI2sa = TI2(TI1SXTI2s)(yox) = TI2STI2(yox) =

TI2STI2iq. Hence, iCEqu(TI2STI1,TI
2
S1T2) = x , i = x d

for some d. Put v = <z1,dq>:YoX ~ Sxx in the dia
gram.

Next we wish to factor (1X(1T1X1T1»U(Yox)
through Yo

The problem is to find r:SXX ~ SXS so that
Cs x s )r- = [1X(TI1X1T2)](sx(SXS»(1XX)

= [1X(1T1x1T1)](SX(sxs)x)o

Applying 1T1 of (AXA)x(AXA) we get S1TS• Applying TI2
yields:

(1T1X'lT1)1T(A'A)2[SX(SXS)X] = (TI1X'lT1)(sXS)X1TX:SXX~ AXA"

Now apply the projections of A~A:,

and

Thus if w = <S1T1X,S1T2X>:X ~ AKA then r = 1TSXW workso
Now, the c mposi~e morphism ¥oX + SyS factors

through Yo Let v = je and rj= le' be regular fa£
tor iza c ion s , The cIa im i S th at 1C y; L e ., 'IT1S'IT11
- 'lT1S'lT210Observe that 1T1s'lT11e'e = 'lT11T1(sXs)rje
= 1T1'IT1[1x(TI1X'lTl']u(yox) = 1Tl'ITAxAu(yox) =

while
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Finally, (W2XTI2)(sxs)y = (TI2SXTI2s)y factors through

50S by Lemma 8 and, hence, by transitivity, the
morphism factors through s. This completes the co
struction and the proof. • ..

THEOREM 17. The nollowing a~e equivalent in a
4egula~ catego~q.

(1) Eve~y equivalence ~elation i~ a cong~uence.
(2) In rand s a~e cong~uence~ in A which commute
then they ~t4onglq commute.

(3) In rand s a~e commuting cong~uence~ in A and
n = Quot r then (nxn)A(s) i~ a cong~uence.
(4) Let rand s be commuting cong~uence~ in A with
r ri s = l'iA,·andlet f '" Quot r, g;;: Quot s , Then,
the bollowing pU.6hout diag~am exi-5t.6and i.6 al~o
a pullbac.k.

P~oo6. The following implications will be
proved: (1) => (2) ~ (3) =* (1) and (2) => (4) ~ (1).
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(1) ~ (2'),0 Letr and s be commuting congruences
in A. Since ~Acrcros, rOs is reflexive, To check
thesymmetr~ let k be the isomorphism such that
Tr = rk and k ' the isomorphism such that TS = sk ! ,

Note that T(ros) ~. ~k'o~k ~ sor.
Now use the associativity of the composition

of relations, (ros)o(sor) = ros. Hence sor = ros
is an equivalence relation.

(2) ~ (3). This is Proposition 15.
(3) ~ (1). Let s be an equivalence relation

in A with x = Congrn1s, y = CongrTI2s. By Proposi-
tion 16, xoy = yox so sos = (TI2SXTI2s)*(x) is a con
gruence. But, sos ~ s.

(2)=> (4). Let rand s be commuting congruen-
ces then (2) implies ros = rvs and by Proposition
10 the pushout exists. By Proposition 12 the in-
auced map h:A ~ P in the pullback of n1 and n2 is
onto. But <f,g> factors through h and so Congr he

Congr <f,g> = (Congr f)n (Congr g) = ~A' implying
that h is also monic and so an isomorphism.

(4) ~ (1). Let s be an equivalence relation.
Note that ~AC s, TI1S and TI2S are onto, x = CongrTI1s

and y = CongrTI2s commute by Proposition 16, and
xny = Congr<TI1S,1T2S> = Congr s = ~S because s is
monic. Then (4) implies that the following pushout-
pullback diagram exists:
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Since !:,ACS then 1A= 7T1SO = 7T2SO for certain 0

and so

•
COROLLARY 18. The notlow~ng aAe equivaten~ ~n

a AegulaA ~atego~y.

(1) Eve~y Ae6texive ~etat~on i~ a eongAuenee.

(2) Any pa~A 06 eongAuenee~ eommute ~t~ongty.

(3) Any pai~ 06 onto mo~phi~m~ f, g w~th eammon
doma~n have a pu~hout. And any ~ueh pu~haut ih ,a

.puttbaek wheneve~ <f,g> ~h monle.

(4) Any y.xuJt 06 onto mo~phihm~ f and g w~th <f ,g> monle
i~ a putlbaek 06 home pai~ 06 mo~phi~m~.

PAOOn. (1) ~ (2L Composite of congruences is
reflexive.
(2) '* (3). If for any pair of congruences we have
ros = rvs, then Proposition 10 applied to the con
gruences of f and g gives the pushoJt. Now, if

<f,g> is monic, Theorem 17-(3) applies.
(3) =+ (4). Trivial.
(4) =* ( 1 ). If u is ref 1ex i vet hen 1T 1u and 1T 2u are
onto, and <~1~,n2~> = ~ is monic, then we must
have a pullback n7Tl~ = ;7T2~ where n = ; because
!:'AC~, Hence II = Congr n .•

Theorem 17 underlines how "algebraic" is the
condition that equivalence relations be congruences.
The categories of Corollary 18 would seem to be
worth detailed study. Next corollary is clear from
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Last one it also follows from Theorem 1, page
174, in [4J.

COROLLARY 19. Le~ C be a ~egula~ ca~ego~y ~a-
ti~6ying Lawve~er~ condition. Then, ~n each object
eve~y pa~~ 06 cong~uence~ commu~e~ ~66 eve~y ~e-
6lexive ~elat~on i~ a cong~uence.

.. ..
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